We present a stationary, axisymmetric, self-similar semi-analytic model of magnetically dominated jet plasma based on force-free regions of a relativistic magnetohydrodynamic simulation. We use this model to illustrate how the composition of relativistic jet plasma can be determined, with special attention to the example of M87. In particular, we compute synthetic Stokes maps in e − e + p plasmas with various positron-to-proton ratios using synchrotron emission models scaling the partial pressure of electrons and positrons emitting at the observed frequency to the magnetic pressure, taking into account Faraday rotation and conversion. The lepton-dominated models produce bilaterally asymmetric radio intensity profiles with strong linear polarization and Stokes Q and U maps that are bilaterally asymmetric (but strongly up-down correlated) and antisymmetric (and sometimes up-down anticorrelated), respectively. The hadronic models produce more centrally brightened intensity and polarization maps. Circular polarization provides the cleanest observational tool for distinguishing the plasmas, as it increases outward from the jet core and central axis for highly ionic plasma, and is suppressed for pair dominated plasma. We find a measurable degree of circular polarization V /I of O(10 −3 ) for sub-equipartition hadronic jet plasmas. Our stationary model predicts that the intensity-normalized autocorrelation functions of Q and U increase and decrease with frequency, respectively. On the other hand, the autocorrelation of V is less sensitive to the frequency. Multi-band polarimetric observations could therefore be used as a novel probe of the composition of jet plasma.
Introduction
One of the most fundamental mysteries surrounding relativistic jets in active galactic nuclei (AGN) is the relative proportion of positrons and protons in them (Begelman, Blandford & Rees 1984) . Jet regions near the magnetic axis tend to be highly magnetized and are often modeled invoking the Blandford-Znajek (BZ) mechanism (Blandford & Znajek 1977; McKinney, Tchekhovskoy & Blandford 2012) , in which BZ jet power scales as the squares of black hole spin and the horizon magnetic flux, and the electric potential drop across field lines is sufficient to produce e − e + pairs that emit synchrotron radiation. Accretion disks at the base of these jets may be modeled as ion torii providing varying degrees of pressure support for jets based on their thickness and density. An intermediate disk-jet region surrounding the BZ jet may be powered by hydrodynamic winds carrying ions from the disk in the Blandford-Payne (BP) mechanism (Blandford & Payne 1982) . The ultimate composition of the low density relativistic jet plasma depends sensitively on how efficiently ions are screened by the barrier of the rotating magnetic field lines around it.
Since over a century ago when Heber Curtis observed a curious "straight ray" in the nebula 3C 274 (more commonly known as M87), observations of relativistic jets have increased in spatiotemporal resolution. Recent observations of AGN jets, such as the minute-scale variable 3C 279 in > 100 MeV gamma rays (FermiLAT 2016) and the limb brightened M87 jet and counterjet at 43 GHz (Walker et al. 2018 ) observed with the Very Long Baseline Array (VLBA) have challenged our understanding of particle acceleration of these most energetic multiwavelength astrophysical sources (Pierre Auger Collaboration 2017) . Shocked ionic plasma can reasonably account for boundary layers in cm intensity profiles, but the degree to which Doppler boosting and other jet particles affect the final images are uncertain. At smaller scales towards the jet base, other AGN components such as molecular clouds and the accretion disk may obscure the jet emission.
The advancement of mm very long baseline interferometry (VLBI) with the intercontinental network of baselines forming the Event Horizon Telescope (EHT) enabled observations of M87 at 230 GHz with resolution down to the black hole horizon (EHT 2019) . This allows direct comparison with general relativistic magnetohydrodynamic (GRMHD) simulations, such as High-Accuracy Relativistic Magnetohydrodynamics (HARM) (McKinney, Gammie & Toth 2003) , which evolve plasma rest mass density ρ, energy density u, velocity 4-vector v µ = γ(c, v) and magnetic 4-vector 1 b µ near black holes. However, there is still substantial uncertainty in the radiation physics that light up these simulations, and how this physics changes at increasing radii from the black hole. To help free ourselves from the constraints of the spatiotemporal dynamical range of the simulations, we step back and use a semi-analytic model inspired by them. We endow this model with self-similarity, which enables us to model processes close to the black hole, such as the conversion of magnetic energy into pairs, as well as processes along the entire jet length, such as the buildup of current into magnetic towers (Fowler, Li & Anantua 2019) .
In the following, we compare jet plasmas across a range of possible compositions, from a pure electron-positron to predominately electron-proton plasma. The goal is to find decisive observational tests to distinguish these cases. To this end, we seek some observables that are sensitive to the charge-to-mass ratio of the particles. In particular, we expect the observed polarization to be dependent on plasma composition due to Faraday conversion and rotation effects (Marrone et al. 2007) , and thus compute linear and circular polarization of an e − e + plasma and compare autocorrelations of these maps with those of maps with an e − p plasma. 2 The contribution of the electrons is degenerate with that of the positrons and their respective number densities appear additively in the radiative transfer functions relating to emission and linear polarization. The degeneracy is broken by the consideration of circular polarization, which cancels out for a symmetric e + e − plasma, but does not for an e − p plasma. In what follows, we use protons and ions interchangeably, as we do not expect observationally viable signatures to have a metallicity dependence due to the subdominant cosmic abundances of elements heavier than hydrogen.
The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. 2 we present the synchrotron formalism. In Sec. 3 we present a review of basic transfer equations for the synchrotron emission. In Sec. 4, we specify the parametric emission prescription for turning GRMHD variables into observable radiation from a given distribution of electrons, positrons and protons. In Sec. 5 we present our stationary, self-similar, axisymmetric semi-analytic model which we analyze through synthetic observations-Stokes maps, degree of polarization maps and autocorrelations-in Sec. 6. We conclude in Sec. 7 with a summary of our main results and their implications.
Synchrotron Formalism
We start by pedagogically constructing polarized emission j νΩ and absorption coefficeints χ νΩ from the particle distribution function N eΩ per unit solid angle (where primes denote fluid comoving quantities). Polarized synchrotron radiation is characterized by emission and absorption coefficients that depend linearly on the partial pressure of electrons and positrons emitting near the observed frequency. The radiative transfer functions derived after specifying comoving electron+positron number density per unit solid angle (Anantua 2016) , N eΩ , will enable us to implement emission models simply by specifying phenomenologically motivated partial pressures. Faraday conversion of circular to linear polarization also has a similar dependence, though Faraday rotation of linearly polarized light does not.
We start with coefficients of the radiative transfer equation in the emitting particle frame, then convert them into observer frame quantities by making use of the Lorentz invariance of νχ ν and j ν /ν 2 and noting the Doppler factor:
where projection tensor h µ ν = (v µ vν +δ µ ν ). 2 Note that the energy of particles contributing to polarized synchrotron emission is proportional to m −3/2 (Rees 1968) , where m refers to the radiating particle's mass. Therefore, we would expect that the total emission from the (e − e + ) plasma to be higher than the emission from the (e − p) as protons are 1,836 times heavier than electrons and do not significantly contribute to the synchrotron emission (unless their velocity distribution is greatly skewed towards c). There is also suppression of ionic power due to the to the t Syn,i /t Syn,e ∼ (mp/me) 4 slower synchrotron cooling time for ions (Rees 1968 ). Thus, the direct contributions of ions to synchrotron radiation is neglected in our analysis. where ν is the observed frequency,n is the direction along the line of sight (l.o.s.) (cf. Fig. 1 ), and primed quantities denote the particle frame. Then we solve the radiative transfer equation by l.o.s. integration of observer frame quantities. In the next subsection, we decompose emission and absorption onto the distant observer (XY -plane) using the basis set by the two independent polarization directions of an incoming photon.
Power Law Electrons and Positrons
First consider a power law distribution of electron and positron energies:
where γ is the Lorentz factor of the emitting particles and n e is their combined number density. The partial pressure contribution from electrons and positions emitting at the observed frequency can be written as:
We assume that the particles follow the fluid with v µ e− ≈ v µ e+ ≈ v µ (Ressler et al. 2015 (Ressler et al. , 2017 , although different particle species may have slight relative speeds (Bourouaine et al. 2013) . We distinguish the thermal Lorentz factor, γ, from the bulk Lorentz factor, Γ.
Observing a Relativistic Emitter
Adding an observer to the formalism, it is natural to express the synchrotron radiation theory formulae in terms of quantities parallel to the line of sight and quantities along the polarization plane. In Figure 1 , the polarization plane is on the sky and ζ is a coordinate along the line of sight in the directionn. This introduces a viewing angle dependence through:
Particle energy is linked to emitted photon frequency by
where γ = γ and D = D −1 due to their respective v dependences.
Emission and Absorption
The comoving frame emissivity and absorption coefficients can be derived from the power per unit frequency radiated by an electron gyrating around a magnetic field (Westfold 1959) :
where K q is a modified Bessel function of imaginary argument and 1 and 2 refer to two independent polarization directions and ν c = 3 4π eB ⊥ mec γ 2 . Then the comoving emissivity components for a power law electron distribution are:
and the comoving absorption is:
where Γ(·) is the gamma function.
The observer frame components of the emissivity and absorption coefficient associated with the independent polarization directions are found using the Lorentz transformation properties of emission, absorption, magnetic field and frequency (Anantua 2016) :
where there is a strong viewing angle dependence through D = (1 − | v| c cos θ) −1 . The total emission and absorption coefficients per solid angle are then:
We see the emission is completely specified by P S . Models based on this formalism (Anantua 2016; Blandford & Anantua 2017; Anantua, Blandford & Tchekhovskoy 2018) have used P S =P e ; however to compare plasmas with varying n e + /n p we may generalize to P S = f (P e ,P i ). This methodology casts synchrotron emission and absorption functions in terms of the pressureP e due to electrons or positrons emitting at the observed frequency and the effective magnetic field B e = D| B ×n| for observer directionn (note we perform slow light radiative transfer that does not approximate the speed of light as infinite). This formslism serves as the basis for 1-or 2-parameter models that show promising agreement with observations of AGN, e.g., M87 (Anantua, Blandford & Tchekhovskoy 2018) .
Full Polarized Radiative Transfer
The full polarised radiative transfer equation in the fluid frame reads (Dexter 2016) :
where (I , Q , U , V ) refer to the Stokes parameters; j I , j Q , j U , j V represent the polarised emissivities; χ I , χ Q , χ U , χ V are the absorption coefficients; and ρ V and ρ Q , ρ U refer to one Faraday rotation and two Faraday conversion coefficients, respectively. We wish to solve Eq. (11) for different plasma compositions. We may simplify the analysis by aligning the magnetic field with the Stokes U parameter to get j U = X U = ρ U = 0 (Dexter 2016) . The most generic solution can then be achieved by performing a transformation which changes the polarization basis. In the following, we first compute the emissivity, absorption, Faraday rotation and conversion functions in the U = 0 basis. We then change the polarization basis and present the form of the transformation matrix to compute the remaining transfer parameters, i.e. j U , χ U and ρ U .
Polarized emission, absorption and Faraday coefficients in the U = 0 basis
Here we compute emissivity, absorption and Faraday coefficients in U = 0 basis. We consider a plasma made of electrons, protons and positrons. Due to the mass hierarchy, we ignore the direct contribution of protons to the radiative transfer equations and just keep them to guarantee the overall charge neutrality of the plasma.
We also generalize our power law distribution function to electrons and positrons whose energies are truncated at some low and high Lorentz factors:
where γ min and γ max refer to the minimum and maximum particle Lorentz factors, respectively. Upon computing emissivity, absorption and Faraday coefficients for an e − e + plasma, we compare the results at each step with similar expressions in the literature. Since locally, the direction of motion of electrons and positrons around the magnetic field are in opposite senses, we adopt overall signs for their coefficients that are sensitive to the projection of the magnetic field vector along the wavevector. As shown below, this affects j V , α V and ρ V .
We label quantities in the U = 0 basis with a sub-index 0.
Polarized Emissivity
In describing the polarized emissivity for an e − e + plasma, we generalize the formalism described by Dexter (2016) to include positrons. The emissivity function for a power law distribution of particles is given by (Dexter 2016) :
where η ab refers to the vacuum emissivity given by Melrose (1971) and is defined in Eq. (A1) of Dexter (2016) . We also directly compare our final results with Enßlin, Hutschenreuter & Gopal-Krishna (2019) :
where we have:
where ν refers to the comoving frequency. Our generalized formalism in the presence of positrons is in agreement with Enßlin, Hutschenreuter & Gopal-Krishna (2019).
Faraday Rotation Coefficients
Next, we compute the Faraday rotation coefficients for an e − e + plasma:
Our final expression is consistent with Eq. (A9) of Ruszkowski & Begelman (2002) which adopts a negative sign for the contribution of the positrons to ρ 0V .
Faraday Conversion Coefficients
Next, we compute the Faraday conversion coefficients for an e − e + plasma:
Our final expression for the Faraday conversion is consistent with Eq. (A8) of Ruszkowski & Begelman (2002) , which has a positive sign for the contribution of positron in ρ 0Q .
Absorption Coefficients
Finally, we compute the absorption coefficients for an e − e + plasma:
Again, our final results are based on the natural generalization of the approaches presented in Dexter (2016) and Jones & Odell (1977) .
3.2. Transforming to Observer I, Q, U, and V Given the comoving radiative transfer functions presented above, we now turn to the problem of expressing them in a convenient form for distant observers viewing a relativistic jet at frequency ν.
Transforming from Comoving to Observer Frame
The comoving quantities from Section 3.1 can be transformed into observer frame quantities by using the Lorentz invariance of ν −2 j ν , ν χ ν and ν ρ ν and the following dependencies on D:
.
The Orientation ψ of the Linear Polarization Ellipse
We start with the case of no circular polarization (Stokes V = 0) to focus on the relation between Q and U . The polarized radiative transfer equation for Stokes I, Q and U reads:
where j 1 and j 2 are polarized emissivities associated with the two independent photon polarization directions; the absorption coefficients are:
and the orientation angle in the observer (XY ) plane is:
The polarization plane is spanned by {ˆ 1 ,ˆ 2 }. Note ψ is also the angle between the X-axis and the projection of the magnetic field onto the observer plane.
Changing Polarization Basis from U = 0
Choosing a polarization basis so that j U = 0 = χ 0 amounts to rotating the U subspace by 2ψ. We let:
Then,
is the radiative transfer equation in the U = 0 basis. Now, to transform this basis, let:
We identify:
with transformed radiative transfer equation:
so we have:
Thus, the matrix P manifestly rotates the QU subspace by 2ψ and serves to change the basis of the U = 0 absorption matrix to a generically rotated basis.
Emission Modeling
There is a plethora of plausible models representing jet emission phenomenology. Assuming jet emission is sourced by an e − e + plasma, Anantua, Blandford & Tchekhovskoy (2018) have employed a current density model with intensity dominated by a central jet "spine" (Hawley & Krolik 2006; Mościbrodzka, Falcke & Noble 2016) surrounded by return currents, and a shear model accentuating boundary layers. Also, a simple emission model we refer to as the constant electron-positron beta model (cf. the beta model of (Anantua, Blandford & Tchekhovskoy 2018)), where:
converts a fraction of the electromagnetic energy density to gas (particle) energy density. We find this model to be naturally generalizeable to mixed leptonic/hadronic plasmas, as an increase in ion number density is readily represented by a proportional reduction in the emitting electron partial pressure. We base our investigation of the effects of plasma composition on jet Stokes maps on this class of models.
Constant β e Model
We start with the constant electron-positron beta (β e ) model, where we equate the partial pressureP e due to a relativistic electrons-positrons gas to a constant fraction of the local magnetic pressure P B = b 2 /2 = b µ b µ /2:
This model is a linear scaling of e − e + gas pressure to local magnetic pressure with proportionality constant β e0 , though other scalings such as power laws have been devised, e.g., the magnetic bias model (Anantua, Blandford & Tchekhovskoy 2018) . Equipartition of particle and magnetic energy densities, which may be brought about by magnetic reconnection, holds for β e0 ∼ 1. We expect the highly magnetized inner jet regions that we focus upon will be sub-equipartition. As b drops with distance and the jet entrains particles (at a few 100M in our simulation, where M ≡ GM BH /c 2 ), the jet becomes mass loaded and particle dominated. To accommodate all of this physics, we construct an emission model for electrons, positrons and protons to use in our semi-analytic model.
Ionic Distribution Function
We now formally incorporate emission from a population of ions that have a power law distribution into our polarized radiative transfer framework, though we expect their contribution to emission to be small. For simplicity, we think of them as protons:
This could however be generalized to other species as long as we respect the overall charge neutrality of the plasma.
Ion Reduced Constant βe Beta Model
Generalizing the e − e + plasma Constant Electron Beta Model to plasmas for which n = n e − + n e + + n i = 2n e − , we adopt:
where equation of state parameter Γ E.o.S. ranges from 4/3 for relativistic particles to 5/3 for non-relativistic particles. The motivation for suppressing the contribution from ion pressure is, again, that protons emitting at the observed frequency are (m p /m e ) 3/2 times as energetic as the corresponding electrons and that they cool t Syn,i /t Syn,e ∼ (m p /m e ) 4 slower. Thus we take the contribution ofP i to our synthetic observations as 0. Also in our modeling, we take γ min = 10 to be fiducial, as γ = 1 gives cyclotron radiation and the synchrotron formalism above requires relativistic particles (Rybicki & Lightman 2004) .
Self-Similar Stationary Semi-Analytic Model
In order to implement our formalism to yield observables such as Stokes maps and electric vectors on the polarization plane, we employ a semi-analytic model abstracted from the low β, high σ (= magnetic flux density/particle flux density) jet flow only 100M from the black hole in a GRMHD jet simulation with dipole magnetic field and thick, magnetically arrested disk initial conditions described in McKinney & Blandford (2009); McKinney, Tchekhovskoy & Blandford (2012) . Our model is stationary ( ∂ ∂t = 0) and axisymmetric ( ∂ ∂φ = 0). This well approximates the azimuthally averaged simulation MHD variables in the jet region. For the parabolic jet in this model, the self-similarity variable is ξ = s 2 z . We express-in cylindrical coordinates-the magnetic flux Φ = Φ(ξ(s, z)), current I = I(ξ(s, z)) and fieldline angular velocity Ω B (ξ(s, z) ), and relate jet variables to these:
using Ampére's law, Ohm's law for ideal MHD, Faraday's law and Gauss' law, respectively. Assuming our jet plasma is force free:
the current obeys:
with the solution:
To get numerical values in this semi-analytic model, we fit Ω(ξ) and Φ(ξ) to azimuthally averaged B, v, ρ and u g from the GRMHD simulation. We use the following fitting formulas:
For completeness, we also introduce the total gas pressure fitting formula:
though this pressure contribution is neglected in the radiative transfer. The gas pressure rises from 0 at the jet axis to a maximum near the inflow/outflow boundary.
We are now in a position to construct numerical emission, absorption, and Faraday conversion and rotation functions from self-similar variables in this semi-analytic model. Using the above fitting formulae, we can model jet physics on any scale in which the jet plasma is reasonably well represented by force-free GRMHD-even beyond the 10 5 M limit of modern jet simulations. Special relativistic effects are determined by the semi-analytic velocity field, the observational frequency and the viewing angle to the jet axis. We adopt a 20 • viewing angle in what follows to emulate M87.
Implementation
Having presented the generic formalism on how to compute the Stokes parameters in a mixed plasma, we now study different aspects of the Stokes maps for different observed frequencies as well as plasma parameters. Since the observations we focus on have been taken at two frequencies 43 GHz and 230 GHz, we show the behavior of the modeled system at these frequencies.
Intensity Maps
We compare the case of β e0 = 10 −4 and n e − = n/2 = n e + to the case with n e− = n/2 = n i , where n is the total particle number density. Figsures 2 and 3 present the intensity map to power 1/3 at 43 GHz and 230 GHz, respectively. The plots are transformed by a one-third power (·) 1/3 to increase contrast for the displayed quantities. The plots show a bilaterally asymmetric intensity map in the e − e + plasma (left) and a lower amplitude, inward core shifted intensity map core with a limb brightened polarization signature in the e − p case (right). Note for our synthetic observation, the horizontal axis on which the jet length is projected corresponds to the Y axis of Fig. 1, and the jet's transverse direction is along X. Figure 2 shows that increasing the proton content (decreasing the positron content) diminishes the overall intensity at 43 GHz and shifts the core inward. The overall emission from the leptonic plasma is greater, as there are more emitting particles than when half of the leptons are replaced by protons. The local electric field determining the polarization direction can be written as: Figure 3 shows the same pattern of intensity decline with increasing ion content, now shifted further inwards for both compositions due to increased optical depth towards the core at 230 GHz. The core shift is accompanied by a slight upward shift of the contours within the finite observer plane segments of the maps, slightly enhancing apparent bilateral asymmetry. . 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 9 compare Stokes maps across electron-positron beta constants (β e0 = 10 −4 and 10 −2 ), plasma compositions (n e /n = 0.0, 0.25 and 0.5) and frequencies (43 GHz and 230 GHz). We have shown all 4 Stokes parameters (overlaid by the same pattern of electric vectors) for each model parameter choice. The choice of representing polarization data using electric vector polarization angles (EVPA) overlaid on intensity maps versus displaying all Stokes maps is more than a cosmetic one-symmetry properties seen in the latter are often concealed in the former.
Stokes Map Symmetry Properties

Figures
We begin our comparison with the lowest β e0 model with lowest ionic content presented in Fig. 4 , which has the most simply ordered contours: elliptical to parabolic I, Q and V and dipolar Q. As the composition becomes increasingly leptonic from Fig. 4 to Fig. 5 to Fig. 6 , the dipolar pattern of U is mixed into Q and V . Increasing the leptonic contribution increases the Stokes I parameter while suppressing the Stokes V parameter. As frequency increases from 43 GHz to 230 GHz, the maps tend to have higher overall amplitude emission and V suffers less severe mixing. Increasing the value of β e0 from 10 −4 to 10 −2 , we see that the higher β e0 maps in Figs. 7, 8, and 9 have higher overall amplitude emission and spatial distribution patterns degenerate with the highly ionic plasmas. We cleave some of this degeneracy by invoking autocorrelations in Section 6.2.7.
The most important trend, which can be seen in Figures 6 and 9 , is the disappearance of circular polarization, as quantified by the Stokes V parameter for purely symmetric e + e − plasmas (n e + /n = 0.5). Although, due to the Faraday conversion, the Stokes V parameter does not completely vanish even for the purely symmetric e + e − plasma, its value is far too small to be observable in this case. This distinct feature can therefore be used as a fingerprint of proton-deficient jets.
In summary, we see the following main patterns in the Stokes parameters for our model is:
• Bilateral asymmetry in intensity I, with maximum brightness towards the core
• Bilateral asymmetry in one linear polarization, Q, which polarization is maximized towards the core
• Bilateral anti-symmetry in the other linear polarization U (apparently rotated π/4 from Q)
• Lower amplitude Stokes V , which vanishes for vanishing β e0 or n i /n.
Another trend is that the symmetry of Q and antisymmetry of U is most apparent for the high frequency, low β e0 , low n e + /n maps, in which the Q contours are ordered-from inward to outward-as slightly upward shifted half-ellipses to parallelograms, and the U contours exhibit a simple dipolar pattern symmetric about Y = 0. At lower frequencies, Q starts exhibiting a dipolar pattern near the core with the negative part on the same side (here upward) as the highest positive intensity regions far away from the hole. At higher β e0 or n e + /n, Q becomes centrally brightened. As we lower frequency, increase β e0 or n e + /n one polarity begins to dominate U on the brightest side (here, upward), distorting the antisymmetry.
Observationally, we surmise that Q and U maps in the high frequency, low β e0 limits in which their contours are most ordered appear as 45% phase shifted (cf. Anantua, Blandford & Tchekhovskoy (2018) ) versions of each other with opposite symmetric vs. antisymmetric properties. When the order is perturbed by optical depth effects and stronger Doppler beamed emission, the signature is less apparent. 6.2.1. Stokes Map Frequency Comparison for n e + /n = 0.0, βe0 = 10 −4 Figure 4 . Stokes map (colors) overlaid with E-field vector orientations (red) with βe0 = 10 −4 at 43 GHz (upper) panel and at 230 GHz (lower) panel. We consider a maximally hadronic plasma with ne+/n = 0 and for γmin = 10, γmax = ∞.
Stokes Map Frequency
Comparison for n e + /n = 0.5, βe0 = 10 −4 Figure 6 . Stokes map (colors) overlaid with E-field vector orientations (red) with βe0 = 10 −4 at 43 GHz (upper) panel and at 230 GHz (lower) panel. We consider a maximally symmetric e + e − plasma with ne+/n = 0.5 and for γmin = 10, γmax = ∞. 6.2.5. Stokes Map Frequency Comparison for n e + /n = 0.25, βe0 = 10 −2 Figure 8 . Stokes map (colors) overlaid with E-field vector orientations (red) with βe0 = 10 −2 at 43 GHz (upper) panel and at 230 GHz (lower) panel. We consider a midway hadronic plasma with ne+/n = 0.25 and for γmin = 10, γmax = ∞.
Autocorrelation Analysis
Next, we calculate the autocorrelation functions of Stokes parameters. For a parabolic jet propagating in the Y direction, this is defined as:
where the integrals are taken over the entire map for each Stokes parameter, as presented in Figures (4-9) . We start with computing the autocorrelations of Q and U as functions of frequency. The autocorrelation functions are very useful parameters to exhibit the symmetry/antisymmetry patterns of the Stokes Q and U parameters. In the following, we normalize these autocorrelation functions to that of the Stokes parameter I. Figure 10 presents QQ / II and U U / II for different values of β e0 as well as different plasma compositions, where again we adopt γ min = 10 and γ max = ∞. QQ / II e0 = 10 1 , n e + /n = 0.1 e0 = 10 1 , n e + /n = 0.4 e0 = 10 2 , n e + /n = 0.1 e0 = 10 2 , n e + /n = 0.4 e0 = 10 3 , n e + /n = 0.1 e0 = 10 3 , n e + /n = 0 UU / II e0 = 10 1 , n e + /n = 0.1 e0 = 10 1 , n e + /n = 0.4 e0 = 10 2 , n e + /n = 0.1 e0 = 10 2 , n e + /n = 0.4 e0 = 10 3 , n e + /n = 0.1 e0 = 10 3 , n e + /n = 0.4 Figure 10 . Autocorrelation ratios QQ / II (left) and U U / II (right) as functions of frequency for different values of βe0 = 10 −3 , 10 −2 and 10 −1 and plasma compositions n e + /n = 0.1 and 0.4.
The symmetric/antisymmetric patterns of the Stokes maps presented in Section 6.2 are replicated in the autocorrelation functions through a sign difference between the Q and U autocorrelations in Figure 10 . This more readily achieved for lower values of β e0 , smaller values of n e + /n and for higher frequencies. The positive autocorrelation for Q in Fig.  10 intuitively reflects the symmetry in its maps about Y = 0. At higher frequencies and for smaller values of β e0 , U displays its anticipated anti-symmetry (note this is the orthogonal polarization to Q). However, at lower frequencies, the U map contours bow downward in a manner providing large positive contributions to the autocorrelation for low |Y |. This leads to a net positive autocorrelation for U in these cases. Figure 10 gives us the following predictions:
• Increasing the frequency increases (decreases) the value of QQ / II ( U U / II ), respectively.
• Larger values of β e0 enhance the auto-correlation of Stokes I faster than that of Q. Therefore the quantity QQ / II decreases with increasing β e0 .
• On the other hand, increasing β e0 washes out the antisymmetric patterns in the normalized U maps, and does so more rapidly at lower frequencies. There is a characteristic frequency, ν * , at which the autocorrelation of U is positive for ν < ν * and is negative for ν > ν * . Increasing the value of β e0 as well as n e + /n increases this frequency.
Owing to these important properties, we claim that multi-wavelength observations of the Stokes parameters can be utilized to break the degeneracy between parameters β e0 and n e + /n and shed more light on the composition of the plasma. We note that for a given AGN jet, these findings are sensitive to whether Q and U are defined relative to the observer plane axes in Fig. 1 , where the forward jet projection expands along the positive Y axis. Across an ensemble of jets randomly oriented on the observer plane, we expect Q and U to each take on bilaterally symmetric and antisymmetric properties, but for each jet, the Q-U phase difference ensures that the symmetry properties of Q are complementary to those of U at any observer time.
Finally, we calculate the autocorrelation of V , normalize it to II and take the square root. 3 Figure 11 presents V V / II as a function of the frequency for different values of β e0 as well as different plasma compositions. VV / II e0 = 10 1 , n e + /n = 0.1 e0 = 10 2 , n e + /n = 0.1 e0 = 10 3 , n e + /n = 0.1 e0 = 10 1 , n e + /n = 0.4 e0 = 10 2 , n e + /n = 0.4 e0 = 10 3 , n e + /n = 0.4 Figure 11 . Autocorrelation ratio V V / II as a function of frequency for different values of βe0 = 10 −3 , 10 −2 and 10 −1 and plasma compositions n e + /n = 0.1 and 0.4.
Unlike the normalized autocorrelation functions of Q and U , V V / II is more sensitive to the plasma composition than to the value of the β e0 . This means we can start to break the aforementioned degeneracy between physical parameters if we combine the analyses of linear and circular polarizations. The observed frequency dependence in V V / II can be used to predict plasma composition while those in QQ / II and U U / II are used to determine β e0 . Taking Figs. 10 and 11 together, it is clear that the spectrum of V V / II is flatter than that of the more anti-symmetric linear polarization (U ) across parameter space and flatter than that of the more symmetric linear polarization (Q), particularly for lower β e0 , making the circular polarization autocorrelation a more universal quantity.
Conclusions
In this work, we address the long standing mystery of the plasma composition of relativistic jets not only from the standpoint of intensity, but rather through the lens of all of four Stokes parameters. To this end, we implement a simple equipartition-based emission model in which the particle pressure is taken to be fixed fractions of the magnetic pressure in a self-similar, stationary, axisymmetric M87-based jet model with electrons and varying positive ion versus positron content. Visualizing polarization as Stokes maps as opposed to E-field directions overlaying intensity maps confers the advantage of enabling symmetries to manifest themselves. Among the observational signatures predicted are slight bilateral asymmetry in I and one independent linear polarization, and bilateral anti-symmetry in the other. The clearest observable is an enhancement of circular polarization with increasing parameter β e0 and ion content n i /n. Thus, we have the immediate mm to sub-mm observational prospect of inferring e − e + plasmas near equipartition (β e0 0) if the circular polarization degree is vanishing, or that a magnetically dominated plasma (β e0 << 0) has mostly p positive charge carriers if the degree of polarization is measurable ( 0.1%).
We also considered the autocorrelation functions of the Stokes parameters and normalized them to that of the intensity. The normalized autocorrelations of Stokes Q and U increase and decrease with the frequency, respectively. Our computations show that both of these parameters exhibit more sensitivity to the value of β e0 than the plasma composition. The symmetric/antisymmetric pattern of Stokes Q and U correspondingly depend on the value of β e0 . Increasing β e0 washes out the antisymmetric patterns in the U maps up to a characteristic frequency, ν * , at which the autocorrelation of U changes sign. The antisymmetric patterns then show up for higher frequencies. Increasing n e + /n increases this characteristic frequency. Larger values of β e0 enhance the autocorrelation of Stokes I more quickly than that of Stokes Q, thus decreasing the magnitude of QQ / II with increasing β e0 ; higher n e + /n tends to flatten Figure 12 . Degree of circular polarization V /I at 43 GHz (left) and 230 GHz (right) for maximally ionic plasma n e + = 0, ni = 0.5 (top), fiducial model plasma ne+ = n/4 = ni and a maximally leptonic plasma n e + = n e − = n/2, ni = 0 (bottom) for βe0 = 10 −4 , γmin = 10 and γmax = ∞. QQ / II (ω). We may use these as probes indicating that rapid increase in the autocorrelation of a normalized linear polarization may favor lower β e0 or higher ionic content. On the other hand, we find that V V / II is universally flat with respect to the frequency and shows more sensitivity to the plasma composition than the value of β e0 . Thus, the simultaneous consideration of Q, U and V can break the degeneracy between the physical parameters n e + /n and β e0 and give us novel information about the underlying physics.
We only used a simple equipartition-inspired emission prescription in our semi-analytic model in this work. In the future, we plan to consider other emission models based on velocity shear and jet current density (Anantua, Blandford & Tchekhovskoy 2018) . Some models may affect intensity and polarization differently due to different dependencies of the magnetic field strength b on the strengths of magnetic field components B || and B ⊥ with respect to the observer direction. Our model was tuned to the viewing angle of the M87 jet, though sources with smaller viewing angles are subject to potentially substantial additional Doppler boosting effects ∝ D 4 . We could also extend the model using self-similarity to compare a large scale synthetic jet to observations of jets as cosmic ray accelerators (Fowler, Li & Anantua 2019) ; or change our computational apparatus to a polarized Kerr radiative transfer routine such as GRTRANS (Dexter 2016) in order to ray trace our model near the black hole. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS R. A. and R.E. acknowledge support by the Institute for Theory and Computation at the Center for Astrophysics | Harvard and Smithsonian. This work was also supported in part by the Black Hole Initiative at Harvard University which is funded by a JTF grant.
